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Moderator’s Report to General Conference XXV 

Rev. Elder Dr. Nancy Wilson, Moderator, Metropolitan Community Churches 

1 July 2013 

It is a joy to anticipate greeting so many of you at our great, global gathering – to touch base 

with each other, to touch the Holy Spirit who calls us to be who we are, now, in this time and 

place! And, to remember that our job is to believe that God has sent us, even as God sent 

Jesus (John 18: 23), for God’s liberating, redemptive purpose. On behalf of our Elders, Staff, 

and Governing Board, I am pleased to present highlights of the work we have accomplished 

over the last three years. 

These have not been easy years for MCC globally or for our local churches. In many places, 

finances have been more challenging than ever. As we move into a new century, with 

technological changes happening at break-neck speed; with more and more people identifying 

as “spiritual but not religious;” with unprecedented success in achieving rights for LBGT 

people in some countries, and human rights disasters in others; we ask, “God, who are we 

now? Who are you calling us to be? Who needs us and You today?” 

The life-giving, liberating message of MCC is needed now more than ever in a world that 

struggles to believe and to hope for what is right and good and just. The God who called us in 

the first place still has much work for MCC to do in this world, even as it is changing so 

rapidly. 

What we, as MCC, have come to know is that “we are stronger together.” The Governing 

Board, Elders, and Senior Leadership are stronger when we are aligned and pulling in the 

same direction. Likewise, when our churches, emerging ministries, and denomination are on 

the same page, we are definitely stronger – locally and globally! And when our clergy, 

pastors, and lay leaders are in sync and pulling in the same direction, we are strong enough to 

continue to change lives and change history. 
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The Governing Board: The Governing Board (http://governingboard.mccchurch.org/) has an 

amazing report of their accomplishments during the first three years of this new structure. I 

am happy to report to you that, as Moderator, I am encouraged and grateful to work with this 

new Governing Board structure. The new structure is clear and allows for effective vision, 

efficient action, and implementation. Your Governors have devoted a lot of time to building a 

framework that is sustainable and supports their work. They are using that framework to 

make good decisions that are in alignment with MCC’s vision and mission. And, at this 

conference, in collaboration with the Senior Leadership Team, they offer a draft of a 

Strategic Plan for the next five years of MCC’s denominational ministry that will make you 

proud and enthusiastic about the work we have before us.   

 

The Council of Elders: I thank God for all those who have served actively as Elders in MCC 

and for the five Elders who serve with me now: Reverend Elders Lillie Brock, Darlene Garner, 

Héctor Gutiérrez, Ken Martin, and Mona West.  

The role and ministry of Elders has gone through many iterations in our system over the last 

ten years. Sometimes it has been hard for the Elders and for the people of MCC not to suffer 

from identity crisis! On the one hand, MCC Bylaws state that the Council of Elders serves in a 

pastoral role and directs the spiritual life of MCC, and has oversight of our clergy manual and 

our affiliation protocols. On the other hand, the last three years have placed additional 

fulltime demands on Elders to serve as program managers and MCC staff.  

This has created a dilemma for the Elders and for the churches, pastors, and leaders who may 

not have felt as though they could access spiritual care and support from an Elder as they may 

have in the past. With such a small pool of Elders, we confess to you that at times it has felt 

as though our spiritual and pastoral role has been eclipsed, de-valued, or neglected, and our 

resources strained. We want to find appropriate ways to address this for the long term in a 

way that will sustain MCC long after our tenures.  

At our last effort at re-structuring, in 2010, it was clear that the people of MCC value the 

historical, spiritual role of MCC Elders. How do we keep that role current, as the world gets 
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more complicated and MCC changes? How do we continue to evolve in our understanding of 

spiritual, pastoral, and ecclesial leadership? 

More than anything, Elders see ourselves as the spiritual and pastoral leaders of MCC – not 

perfect, but human and in need of God’s grace as much as any person. So, we are taking time 

to pray, retreat, and reflect on these changes and challenges, and we are inviting you to join 

us in a period of discernment.  

At this Conference, we will host a Holy Conversation about the present and future of Elders. 

Together we will explore such things as: 

• Why do we have Elders in MCC today? Is Elder the right term? 

• How do Elders support the vision and mission of MCC? 

• Should all Elders be “volunteer” in their role as Elder, regardless of their fulltime job 

(e.g., MCC Office Director, local church pastor)? Does MCC need more Elders?  

• How can we help the Moderator identify the people of MCC who have the gravitas, 

spiritual maturity, and pastoral wisdom that are foundational to the role of Elder? 

• How can we nurture and support those who believe they are called to serve as an 

Elder? 

We want to make needed changes, but we want to take the time to make good changes. In 

the coming months and years, together the Moderator and leadership will find the way to 

ensure that the people of MCC and our entire global movement have input into this process 

and receive the pastoral care and spiritual leadership that you deserve and need. 

 

A frequently asked question has been “Who is my Elder?”  

Today, all of the Elders of MCC are “your Elders” and offer spiritual and pastoral leadership, 

and denominational resourcing as needed. In today’s environment, however, we need to shift 

this question to “Who is in my Network, who are my Network leaders, how can they help me, 

and how can I help them?” We believe that Networks can be excellent, affordable, close to 

the grassroots vehicles for care, connection, communication, resourcing, and feedback; and 
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also for connection to leadership, including Elders. But, it takes time to develop and get it 

right. We believe we are on the right track, but we need all of you – especially churches, 

pastors, and lay delegates –to give it your support and to work on connecting to your neighbor 

churches, so we can be stronger together (http://mccchurch.org/connectnow/networks/). 

The leadership of MCC is determined to continue to press forward in implementing this 

structure, which is lean, understandable, and has flexibility for future growth and 

development. We realize that structural change is tough, takes its toll, and takes time to 

absorb emotionally. Our mid-level structure has been the most challenging. It is 

understandable that going from Districts, to Regions, and to Networks has some heads 

spinning.   

On a positive note, we believe that it is easier than ever for us to answer the question, “What 

does an MCC Church get for its tithe contribution?” while also celebrating that it is not just 

about what we get, but what we can accomplish together in the world! (See The Spectrum for 

a listing of services: http://mccchurch.org/connectnow/.) 

 

Accounting to You for Our Ministry:  

As we turn to look back at our work over the past three years, I want to reference my report 

to the 2010 General Conference. I presented several “Next Big Ideas” including: 

• Developing new leaders and new opportunities for training local church leaders 

• Support for churches, appropriate for their size 

• The work of the International Task Force 

• Refocused Church Planting strategy 

• The launch of the Global Justice Institute  

• MCC’s visibility in the world through improved communications strategies 
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Major Changes and Summary of Accomplishments 2010 to 2013: 

• Successfully implemented the Governing Board structure. For the last three years, the 

Governing Board established priorities that focused attention on leadership, including 

leadership training for young adults, communications, finances, and global 

accessibility. In all these areas, we have made progress. 

• Together, the Governing Board and Senior Leadership turned MCC finances around! 

• Downsized, reconfigured and moved offices, and organized denominational work into 

five key Offices.  

• Developed many leadership training opportunities and resources delivery systems for 

local churches, clergy, and lay leaders through a variety of well-received Summits held 

in several countries; the Leadership Mentoring Retreats, including an annual retreat 

for Young Adults; Laity Empowered for Active Discipleship (L.E.A.D.) for lay leaders; 

the Garner Institute for Leadership Development that serves Iberoamerica; REVMs 

(Readiness to Enter Vocational Ministry) in more and more countries; clergy retreats; 

and young adult gatherings.   

• Implemented the Council of Elders and added two Elders who were already in key 

leadership positions. 

• Achieved enormous growth in Iberoamerica. 

• Improved communications in a new branding and marketing effort, and achieved 

greater MCC visibility internationally.  

• Birthed the Global Justice Institute. 

• Supported the International Task Force in their work that comes to you through the 

Governing Board at this General Conference, proposing the creation of a Global 

Covenant and a process for renewing our Statement of Faith. 

• Implemented the new Network system, at first with mixed results. We have now re-

shaped Networks, re-focused and trained Network leaders. 

• Created a new office, the Office of Emerging Ministries, to focus on global new church 

starts, cross-cultural competency, and virtual accessibility of MCC. 

 

Here is a detailed summary of the accomplishments of our Senior Leadership Team by Office: 
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Office of Formation and Leadership Development: Rev. Elder Mona West, Ph.D. 

The Office of Formation and Leadership Development (OFLD) provides training, certification, 

and ongoing opportunities for clergy and lay leaders in MCC to deepen their spirituality and 

hone their skills for effective leadership in MCC. 

• Expanded staff and capacity by hiring Rev. Dr. Kharma Amos as Associate Director of 

OFLD through a Carpenter grant, now fully funded by MCC. 

• Launched the Online Learning Center in 2012. To date nine online courses have been 

offered with 72 participants; two clergy study and peer support events with 24 

participants; 17 live webinars with a total of 250 participants and nine on-demand 

videos available for download. 

• Launched L.E.A.D. certificate program in 2012, 66 participants, 46 from US, seven 

from the UK, 13 from Australasia, 19 graduates at this General Conference. 

• Took over management of the Leadership Mentoring Retreat program with 93 

graduates in three years.  

• Held four Train-the-Trainer events for Creating a Life that Matters with 54 graduates 

certified. Nineteen churches have used or are using the curriculum.  

• Implemented Clergy Well-Being program with grant from Carpenter Foundation. 

• Took over management of the Moderator’s Theologies Team and institutionalized Holy 

Conversations theological resource for local churches 

(http://mccchurch.org/ministries/mcc-theologies-team/). 

• Held seven REVMs, a retreat required for clergy candidates; a total of 79 people have 

attended. There are 70 In-care candidates now and 35 people have been ordained 

since the last General Conference. 

• Took on oversight of the Garner Institute for Leadership in Iberoamerica with  

Rev. Elder Héctor Gutiérrez and Rev. Margarita Sanchez: 52 students; six courses 

offered in the last two years. 

• Created a database for all clergy including an electronic record of all clergy files. 

• Completed implementation of the new Judiciary system and trained all volunteers for 

the MCC international Judicial Pool. 
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Office of Emerging Ministries: Rev. Elder Darlene Garner 

The Office of Emerging Ministries (OEM) designs radically inclusive pathways for entry into 

MCC by new churches and individuals around the world. 

• Established an Office Associate Director, Rev. Elder Héctor Gutiérrez, who now serves 

on the Senior Leadership Team, overseeing 56 ministries and several Networks in 20 

Iberoamerican countries, making MCC resources available cross-culturally and in two 

languages. 

• Created the Global Ministry Development Advisory Council to develop a global strategy 

and local protocols for new church starts. 

• Established a database of authorized new church starts and non-church ministries 

globally with an annual authorization process. 

• Recruited 52 volunteers for Diversity and Inclusion Councils that consult on 

development of resources for local churches and MCC programming for young adults, 

older adults, HIV/AIDS, accessibility, gender identity, women, heterosexuals and 

people of African Descent. (http://mccchurch.org/how-we-work/boards-teams/). 

• Coordinated MCC Networks for Europe and Australasia.  

• Offered webinars and updated resources such as treasurer’s manual, grant-writing, 

deacons, board training. 

• With other offices, offered Size Summit and L.E.A.D. for the UK; L.E.A.D. for 

Australasia. 

• Organized successful 2011 PAD Conference for People of African Descent and Allies. 

• Assisted the Moderator’s Office in representing and speaking for MCC at the White 

House and at other strategic justice and equality events, connected with the US group, 

Human Rights Campaign (HRC), and other key partner organizations.  

 

Office of Church Life and Health: Rev. Elder Lillie Brock and Rev. Elder Ken Martin 

We are a team of professionals with specific gifts and skills of teaching, facilitating, 

consulting, and coaching in the areas that most affect a church’s life and health. 
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• Improved and expanded Interim Pastors program: recruited a dozen new interim 

pastors; revamped training program for cost effectiveness and MCC orientation; 

provided monthly supervision for all interims; hosted interim cohort calls that allowed 

pastors to resource and support each other. 

• Developed “Brilliant Book” (http://mccchurch.org/connectnow/) that provides 

constituents with denominational program calendar and information. 

• Developed The Spectrum book (http://mccchurch.org/connectnow/) that provides 

detailed information about each office and offerings for local churches. 

• Re-configured Networks, recruited and trained new Network Facilitators and leaders 

at a specially funded gathering in May 2013, our first face-to-face training. Eighteen 

Networks in the US are in motion now; and six operate outside the US with support 

from the Office of Emerging Ministries.  

• Great improvement in assisting churches with successful pastoral transitions; we have 

worked with 142 churches in three years; developed a pastoral search manual and a  

4-step process for transitions that is available for churches; and mentor search 

committees as requested.  

• Created and held nine Church Size Summits (attended by 131 churches and 807 people 

in Europe, Australia, US, and Canada), two Stewardship Summits (36 churches and 107 

individuals in the US), one Worship Summit (attended by 22 churches and 102 people 

in the US), and two Programming Summits (attended by 48 churches and 114 people in 

the US). We have begun to work on how to offer all the summits around the globe in a 

culturally sensitive and relevant way. 

• Assessed 127 churches in preparation for teaching size summits and mentored several 

individual churches in the process; we were invited to 27 churches to do follow up 

work around church size theory. These assessments are key to indentifying benchmarks 

of health and vitality in our churches of every size.  

• In 2012 managed eleven church interventions each at the request of the church and in 

accordance with MCC By-laws requirements.  
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Office of Operations: Barb Crabtree 

The Office of Operations focuses on making MCC strong by managing finances, building our 

brand and identity, providing timely and useful communications, planning conferences, and 

tracking and interpreting data. The Office ensures that the day-to-day operations that 

undergird the worldwide MCC Movement are efficient, cost-effective, and provide strength 

to the organization.  

• Built greater financial stability.   

• Aligned expenses with income resulting in Net Operating Income at or above budget in 

2010, 2011, and 2012. 

• To achieve required expense reduction, reduced MCC staff by 33% and eliminated 

support for some functions. 

• Realigned staff organization to take advantage of efficiencies made possible by the 

structure adopted by General Conference in 2010.    

• Moved business office to Sarasota and combined with Moderator’s Office to streamline 

organizational efficiency and reduce expenses. 

• Reduced administrative (non-personnel) expenses by 20%, allowing some of the dollars 

spent on administration to be redirected into programming and support for churches. 

• Redesigned MCC Headline News to streamline the format and improve timeliness and 

effectiveness. 

•  Launched “Be MCC” brand campaign to reposition the MCC brand for the future. 

• Expanded use of social media via Facebook and Twitter and established the MCC 

Archives page on Facebook to help capture MCC history in digital format. 

• Raised media profile of MCC and the Moderator through PR, media coverage, and 

articles in the Huffington Post and the Washington Post. 

• Managed the MCC website: mccchurch.org. 

• Redesigned the MCC website, to launch in 2013. 

• Planned General Conference XXV. 

• Supported planning for the PAD Conference in Washington, DC (US) in 2011 and 

preliminary planning for the upcoming PAD Conference in Atlanta, GA (US) in 2014. 
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• Provided registration, communication, and financial support for programming from the 

Office of Church Life and Health, Office of Emerging Ministries, and the Office of 

Formation and Leadership Development. 

o Church Summits 

o Network Gatherings 

o Clergy Retreats 

o CLM Train the Trainer Classes 

o LEAD Retreats 

o REVM 

o Leadership Mentoring Retreats  

o Young Adult Gatherings 

• Provided ongoing financial, operational, and communications support for the 

Moderator and Governing Board.  

• Provided information, history and support for the Strategic Planning process 

undertaken by the Governing Board. 

• Provided all Human Resource functional support for MCC staff. 

• Consulted with local MCC churches as needed on accounting, financial, and HR 

function. 

 

Office of the Moderator: Rev. Elder Dr. Nancy Wilson 

The Office of the Moderator leads the MCC movement, Senior Staff, and Governing Board. 

The Moderator upholds the Vision and Mission of MCC, in addition to attracting and managing 

support for key partnerships for global justice and human rights while creating the path to 

connect the local church to the global movement. 

• Led the Senior Leadership Team and the Governing Board as we successfully 

inaugurated the new structure. 

• Created a new non-profit, The Global Justice Institute (GJI) 

(http://mccchurch.org/ministries/global-justice/), a joint venture with The 

Fellowship of Affirming Ministries (TFAM) (http://www.radicallyinclusive.com/). 
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• Supported by our Public Policy Team, MCC’s Moderator was appointed to the White 

House Council on Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and participated in the 

President’s Inaugural Prayer Service at the US National Cathedral. 

• Worked this year to integrate the work of MCC staff in Eastern Europe with MCC 

priorities and our Global Justice Institute and the MCC-initiated European Center for 

Public Initiatives (ECPI).    

• Served as the Development Office for MCC for the last 18 months; we have initiated 

the Moderator’s Circle (http://mccchurch.org/give-to-mcc/moderatorscircle/); and 

have begun work on major donors and a denominational planned giving program. 

• Greatly improved MCC’s visibility through better use of social media. 

• Worked on building relationships with the Large Church Pastors through creating a 

joint team of Senior Leadership and pastors of corporate- and program-sized churches.  

• Supervised staff in Africa for support and collaboration with GJI and OEM. 

• Continue to nurture key external partnerships, TFAM, human rights and justice 

organizations.	  

In addition to all the accomplishments reflected through these Office reports, the Elders and 

Senior Staff of MCC have conducted hundreds of church visits, network gatherings, public 

speaking engagements, ordinations, anniversaries, installations, funerals, memorials, and 

pastoral calls and visits in most, if not all of the countries in which MCC is growing around 

the world.   

 

Our Challenges As We See Them: 

• Next Moderator: The Leadership of MCC and our membership must support the process 

to clarify the role and lift up the very best candidates for the next phase of MCC life, 

leading to our 50th anniversary and beyond. 

• How do we frame our passion for our mission and identity in an increasingly 

complicated global context that honors our unity in diversity, and builds on the legacy 

and strengths of our movement? 
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• Networks: Persevere with staffing and strengthening this key feature of our 

denominational life. 

• Virtual Church: Invest to make MCC more accessible to so many who may not be able 

to connect locally at first and serve as a driver to our local churches! 

• New Church Starts: Invest more in strategies that work for recruiting leadership and 

prioritizing the needs! Focus on the US and Canada where we have had fewer new 

church starts in the last decade. 

• Healthy Growth in MCC Churches: We have the data from enough churches to 

understand what is needed to resource them and are using that information to drive 

our investments in programming. 

• Recruiting Leadership to Meet our Current and Future Needs: How is MCC 

“competitive,” and attracting new generations of clergy and lay leaders?  

• Doing Justice: How do we fund and staff our justice work, particularly through our 

Global Justice Institute and Public Policy Team? 

• Spiritual Leadership for the Future: How do we provide enough trained and qualified 

Elders/spiritual leaders for the pastoral and spiritual care and health of our local 

leaders? 

• Funding MCC’s Future Ministry: What is our financial model and vision, and what is the 

future of church tithing and donor programs for our present and future? 

We believe that all these challenges are addressed in our Strategic Plan for 2013 through 

2018. We hope you will continue to give us constructive feedback as we serve you, our 

churches, clergy, pastors, and lay leaders.  

 

I extend my appreciation: 

To the first members of the Governing Board, for your perseverance and dedication, as well 

as for your willingness to work with me and our Senior Leadership Team to take on the vision 

and mission of MCC! 
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To the Elders and Senior Leadership Team: Thank you for your dedication and willingness to 

change and grow with MCC; for all you took on “over and above” in these last three years, 

and for your passion, spiritual vision, and support for churches, pastors, and for me. Thanks 

to our spouses and families for their commitment and sacrifices.  

To our Staff: You are the best! In very difficult circumstances, you have served with 

excellence, dedication, and enthusiasm that make all of us know this is not just a “job” for 

you, but a ministry.  

To all who staff our GJI and Public Policy Team: Bless you for persevering and for believing 

we can make a difference. 

To our General Conference staff and volunteers: Thanks for dedicating days, months and even 

years to this historic gathering, and for bringing your best to MCC. 

To all who volunteer in any office of MCC, for our denomination, for any reason, thanks for 

your partnership and help! 

To members of the Moderator’s Circle this last year or so, your “Yes” to me and MCC was 

encouraging beyond words!  

To all the graduates of the Leadership Mentoring Retreats, L.E.A.D., the REVMs, the Summits, 

bless you for investing in your present and future leadership in MCC!  

Thanks always to Rev. Elder Troy Perry and other retired Elders and leaders for their love and 

support in their various roles. I count on your prayers and wisdom.  

And to the people of MCC for your love, encouragement and support! 

 

Grace and Peace, 

 

The Rev. Elder Dr. Nancy Wilson 


